
Siding And Architectural Elements
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We know what you don’t like about real wood decking and 
siding. The expensive, never-ending staining, waterproof-
ing, painting and re-painting. Or the way it weathers incon-
sistently. Splinters. Unsightly warping, cupping and twisting 
in response to water and weather.
 
We also know what you DO like about real wood decking 
and siding. The natural, rich colors and texture, and the 
way it helps any space feel more alive. 
 
We made                                 to be impervious to sun 
and rain, so it will stay looking and feeling as great as 
when you first installed it, without ever having to stain, paint, 
or any of that. 
 
But we also made it to be the most natural-looking capped 
composite deck you can find.  You know it when you see 
it - other composites look fake by comparison. Touch the sur-
face and feel the smooth, slightly pitted mahogany texture. 
You won’t find a more natural and exciting range of colors, 
and real wood texture, anywhere else in the world of com-
posite decking and siding.
 
All that in a recyclable package combining high-density 
recycled plastics and recycled wood product. Choose 
                                 , and experience the satisfaction of 
using materials that are easy on the planet, on your eyes, 
and on your wallet all at once.

All NewTechWood products are produced using 95% recy-
cled materials including plastic bottles, reclaimed wood fibers, 
and other products that would normally end up in a landfill.

NewTechWood undertakes annual, third-party audits to assure 
compliance with environmental, health, and safety regulations 
and guidelines – a demonstration of our commitment to a 
greener alternative to wood building products that deplete the 
planet’s resources.

NewTechWood shrinks your home’s carbon footprint by using 
recycled materials constructed to be recycled again in the 
future.

The Look and 
Feel of Real Wood 
Without the Work

What Makes NewTechWood the Smart Green 
Choice?
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NewTechWood’s                  :
The Look of Wood Without 
the Worry

                     : Ultra-Simple

                 is enclosed in an impermeable seal so your 
                 deck or home siding stands up to weather, sun, 
water, scuffs and scrapes. Your home looks good down the 
line because, with                 , durability is built in.

Using its patent-pending process, called               ,        
delivers convenience, reliability, and a realistic texture that, not 
only makes your life better, all NewTechWood products com-
bine the proven strength of high-density, recycled plastic with 
realistic wood fibers to deliver the look of               wood; the 
look you demand.

The                                                                                                                                    
Comprehensive Warranty

It’s really simple.

Our                  decking is backed by the most comprehensive warranty in the industry.

NewTechWood stands behind its products, backed by a 25-year limited, transferable warranty. 
We are so confident in the quality of our decking that we’ll refund the cost or replace the decking 
if it underperforms - and even cover the cost of labor during the first two years.
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From subtle hues to eye-catching accents,                 ’s               collection of 
colors and surface patterns delivers a palette of design options to create the 
customized look of               wood that’s perfect just for you.

Choose your look, assured of consistency of appearance from NewTechWood’s                    
                 collection, perfect for decking, siding, porches, railings, and even 
fencing that washes clean when the work is done.

Durable, easy-to-install, low-maintenance solutions to all of your outdoor construction 
needs. 

From Subtle to Spectacular: With NewTechWood’s                  collection, there are 
no limits to your imagination. 

From Subtle to Spectacular: It’s Your Choice

STRAIGHT GRAIN

WOOD GRAIN

Rugged Elegance that’s Just Your Style
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Note: Some colors might be limited to certain profiles or countries, 

please consult with your local distributor.

HAWAIIAN CHARCOAL 

WESTMINSTER GRAY 

ROMAN ANTIQUE 

BRAZILIAN IPE 

PERUVIAN TEAK 

SPANISH WALNUT 
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Elegant Home Siding That Lasts 

Why settle for aluminum or vinyl siding that looks fake, when you can have the same ease of installation, plus low 
maintenance, and rugged durability that stands up to any weather conditions, and the natural look of natural wood?

Our home siding looks like natural wood, without the worries of real wood exposed to the elements.

NewTechWood siding installs quickly using our exclusive clip system that creates a lasting seal between planks.

Our installation system enables your home to “breathe” as air circulates between siding and joists, 
keeping your home high, dry, and energy efficient.
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US30

5.5 x 0.5 in

US31

5.5 x 0.5 in

US09

5.5 x 0.5 in

T-7 AW08 AW02

Siding Accessories
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All-Weather Trims

F Trim I Trim

Outside Corner TrimInside Corner Trim

F Trim 

US44

1.9 x 1.8 in

I Trim

US45

3.1 x 1.1 in

Outside Corner Trim

US46

2.2 x 2.3 in

Inside Corner Trim

US47 

3.9 x 2.1 in

US30

US31 US09
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All-Weather Siding
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All-Weather Siding Accessories

NewTechWood siding is installed using a range of great accessories. Our AW08 siding clips hold the boards in place, 
using a grooved design for simplified installation and weather resistance. The AW02 starter strips gives you an even start point 
and additional support. Finally, our T-7 rubber stopper allows for the final row of siding to stay upright.

Siding Clip

MFG: AW08

Material: Aluminum

Size: 0.78 x 0.59 x 1.10 in

Rubber Stopper

MFG: T-7

Material: Rubber

Size: 0.70 x 0.31 in

Siding Starter Clip

MFG: AW02

Material: Aluminum

Size: 0.59 x 0.57 in
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Siding Accessories

Outside Corner Trim

UH51

2.9 x 3.2 in

Outside Corner Trim

F Trim

UH50

3.0 x 2.1 in

F Trim

UH46

4.8 x 1.0 in

AW08
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European Siding & Trims
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UH17

2.4 x 1.7 in

UH25

3.9 x 2.0 in

UH26

4.7 x 2.4 in

Screen & Partition Accessories

Screen & Partition Accessories

K-33 

Material: #201 Steel 

K-33 is used as a connecting mechanism between the joist and the 

decorative profile

K-33 has an oval hole designed for expansion and 
contraction. The other hole is used to fix the K-33 to 
the joist.

EC-UH17 

Material: Plastic 

EC-UH17 is used at the end of UH17 as a covering for the hollow 

chambers

EC-UH17 should be attached with a dab of silicon 
to ensure a secure fit.

K-33 EC-UH17
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When you want that clean modern appearance – those simple 
design elements that create “the look” you want, 
screens and partitions, stylistic statements that set your home 
apart without adding to all that maintenance.

Screen & Partition Siding
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